
Joe Buck, Bob Costas, Jim Nantz, and Others
Relive the Most Exciting Sporting Events
They've Called
Some of the most iconic sportscasters of all time share their memories of
the most thrilling games they've had the privilege to call. From Joe Buck's
unforgettable call of the 2001 World Series to Bob Costas's legendary
commentary on the 1980 Miracle on Ice, these stories are sure to give you
goosebumps.
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Joe Buck

Joe Buck is one of the most recognizable voices in sports broadcasting. He
has called play-by-play for Fox Sports since 1994, and has covered some
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of the biggest sporting events in history, including the World Series, the
Super Bowl, and the Olympics.

One of Buck's most memorable calls came during the 2001 World Series,
when the Arizona Diamondbacks defeated the New York Yankees in Game
7. Buck's call of Luis Gonzalez's game-winning hit is still considered one of
the greatest in baseball history.

“"And the Diamondbacks are going to win it all! Luis Gonzalez
has hit a bloop single to right field, and the Diamondbacks
have won the World Series!"

Joe Buck, 2001 World Series”

Buck says that calling the 2001 World Series was the highlight of his
career. "It was an incredible moment," he says. "I'll never forget it."

Bob Costas

Bob Costas is another legendary sportscaster. He has covered a wide
range of sports for NBC, CBS, and HBO, and has won numerous awards
for his work.

One of Costas's most famous calls came during the 1980 Miracle on Ice,
when the United States hockey team defeated the Soviet Union in the gold
medal game.



“"Do you believe in miracles? Yes!"

Bob Costas, 1980 Miracle on Ice”

Costas says that calling the Miracle on Ice was the most exciting moment
of his career. "It was a moment that defined a generation," he says.

Jim Nantz

Jim Nantz is one of the most respected sportscasters in the world. He has
called golf for CBS since 1986, and has also covered the Olympics, the
NFL, and the NCAA Tournament.

One of Nantz's most memorable calls came during the 2018 Masters, when
Tiger Woods won his first major championship in 11 years.

“"Yes, sir! The most improbable, the most amazing, the most
impossible Masters victory in history. Tiger Woods!"

Jim Nantz, 2018 Masters”

Nantz says that calling the 2018 Masters was one of the most special
moments of his career. "It was a moment that transcended sports," he
says. "It was a moment that gave hope to everyone who has ever
struggled.

Other Notable Sportscasters



In addition to Joe Buck, Bob Costas, and Jim Nantz, there are many other
sportscasters who have had the privilege of calling some of the most
exciting sporting events in history.

Here are a few of the most notable sportscasters:

Al Michaels

Vin Scully

John Madden

Howard Cosell

Pat Summerall

Dick Enberg

Brent Musburger

Keith Jackson

Curt Gowdy

Chick Hearn

These sportscasters have all made their mark on the world of sports
broadcasting. They have called some of the most iconic moments in sports
history, and their voices will forever be associated with the greatest sporting
events of our time.

The sportscasters mentioned in this article have all had the privilege of
calling some of the most exciting sporting events in history. Their voices
have helped to define the way we experience sports, and their memories of
these games will continue to inspire us for years to come.
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The Race to Control Cyberspace: Bill Gates's
Plan for a Digital Divide
Bill Gates has a vision for the future of the internet. In his book, The Road
Ahead, he argues that the internet will become increasingly important...
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My 40 Year Career On Screen And Behind The
Camera
I've been working in the entertainment industry for over 40 years, and in
that time I've had the opportunity to work on both sides of the camera.
I've...
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